How Tiki's Permissions Work

It is important to understand that Tiki uses several types of permissions:

- **Group** permissions: This is also called *global* permission. Each site visitor belongs to a **Group** (such as Anonymous or Registered). The permissions you assign to the group define the *global* permissions for that user.
- **Category** permissions: These permissions define the actions that users can take for objects in a *specific category*.
- **Object** permissions: These permissions define the actions that user can take for an *individual object*.

Permissions are inherited from from the top-down, but override from the bottom-up. This image illustrates the relationship among Group, Category, and Object permissions:

Tiki's permissions model may be very complex... but it is also very customizable.

Permissions Example

Consider the following example for a company using Tiki. You have the groups:

- Anonymous
- Registered
- Admins
- Employees
- Board of Directors

Notice that some groups *include* other groups. For example, members of the **Board of Directors** group will include, in addition to their own permissions, the permissions from the Employees, Registered, and Anonymous groups.

You have the categories:

- Financial Information
- Press Releases
You want to give:

- Everyone permission to read most pages
- Employees permission to edit most wiki pages
- Board Members only, access to the company's financial information.

Global (Group) Permissions

First, you need to define the global permissions for each group.

Anonymous

- To let the general public (that is, anonymous visitors) view wiki pages, assign tiki_p_view to Anonymous.

Employees

- The Employee group includes the Anonymous group (that is, everyone) and Registered group (that is, users who are logged in). Therefore, the Employee group inherits the tiki_p_view permission from these groups.
- To let employees edit pages, assign tiki_p_edit to Employees.

Board of Directors

- The Board of Directors group includes the Anonymous, Registered, and Employees groups. Therefore, the Board of Directors group inherits the tiki_p_view and tiki_p_edit permission from these groups.
  This group does not require any additional permissions.

Category Permissions

Now that the Global permissions are set, you need to adjust the permissions for each category. These settings will override the Global permissions.

Press Releases
Currently, Anonymous can view press releases, and Employees can edit them (as defined by the Global permissions). To allow only the Board of Directors to edit press releases, you must assign permissions to the category. This will override the default group (global) permissions:

- For the Press Releases category, remove **tiki_p_edit** from Employee. Now only the **Board of Directors** group can edit wiki pages in the category.
- Anonymous visitors (and all groups that inherit the Anonymous group’s permissions) can still **view** the pages.

### Defining the Category permissions for the Press Releases category.

#### Financial Information

Currently, Anonymous can view Financial Information, and Employees can edit them. But we want only the Board of Directors to have access (both view and edit) to these pages. You'll need to make the same adjustments to the Financial Information category's permissions:

- Remove **tiki_p_edit** from Employee. Now only the **Board of Directors** group can edit wiki pages in the category.
- Remove **tiki_p_view** from Employee, Registered, and Anonymous. Now only the Board of Directors can see the pages.

#### Object Permissions

But what if you want one item in the Financial Information category, to be visible to the public? You can override all other permissions, by assigning specific permissions to the **object** itself. For example, the ABC Company may have a public disclosure form, issued by the government, that it needs to make public (but that only the government can change or update):

- For the individual item, remove **tiki_p_edit** from the Employee and Board of Directors group. Since this form is issued by the government, no one should be able to change it.
- Anonymous visitors (and all groups that inherit the Anonymous group’s permissions) can still **view** the pages.
Assigning object-specific permissions to the Public Disclosure page.

**NOTE**

See Group vs Category Permissions for additional information on Tiki permissions.

---

**Copyright**

This guide is based on content originally published by KeyContent.org.

This guide is Copyright (C) 2007-2013, 2019 by Rick Sapir and others under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 License. Some rights reserved.

Essentially, you are free:

- **to Share** — to copy, distribute and transmit the work
- **to Remix** — to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

- **Attribution.** You must attribute the work to me, as the original licensor, but not in any way that suggests that I endorse you or your use of the work.
  
  Fair attribution includes a return link to [http://tikiforsmarties.com](http://tikiforsmarties.com) (for online use) and mention of primary author (Rick Sapir) and original publisher (KeyContent.org).

- **Share Alike.** If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same, similar or a compatible license.

Please read [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode) for the full license.
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